**Press Management Board**

The MIT Press Management Board was initially established in 1972 to supply guidance on management and fiscal matters. Its role has evolved to that of a board of directors of the Press within the Institute framework. The chair of the MIT Press Editorial Board and the Director of the MIT Press are ex-officio members, and the Management Board is chaired, ex officio, by the Director of Libraries to whom the Press reports. The other members are MIT faculty and staff and outside publishers. The board ordinarily meets twice a year to review Press operations, to receive reports, and to consider strategy and policies for the future.
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*Office of the President*
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*Phillips Academy*
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*National Academies Press*

Ms. Kristen Ratan ^ (June 30, 2018)

*Collaborative Knowledge Foundation*

Mr. Evan Schnittman ^ (June 30, 2018)
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Mr. Glen Shor (June 30, 2019)

*Executive Vice President and Treasurer*

Dr. Amy E. Brand, Director, MIT Press *

*MIT Press*
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